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Folding Motorcycle Trailer Fits in a Car Boot

Bikelug Trailers have recently launched a range of collapsible motorcycle trailers that can be
dismantled in seconds for storage and portability.

(PRWEB) January 21, 2005 -- If you have a need to occasionally transport your motorcycle but have no space
for a traditional rigid trailer a Bikelug collapsible trailer is the answer.

whether you need to take your bike to the dealer for servicing or you're taking your track/trail bike to venues a
Bikelug collapsible trailer is ideal. The trailers can accomodate virtually any production motorcycle yet they
can be dismantled in seconds without using any tools and carried in the boot of a small car.

Our collapsible trailers are packed with innovative design features to ensure they are the most portable and easy
to use trailers available.

As well as folding for storage our trailers feature a pivoting coupling allowing the rear edge of the trailer to be
lowered to ground level for easy direct loading. Spring-action locking pins make the process of pivoting the
trailer extremely simple.

The latest 3D computer aided design and analysis system were used in the development of the trailers and
technology also features heavily in the manufacture of the unit.

The result is a very strong high quality product that is so light & compact when folded it can be safely carried
by one person and stored under a workbench, in the corner of a garage or shed or even stored upstairs in an
attic.

For more information please see our website www.bikelug.co.uk or telephone +44 (0)1706 874300.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
John Fish
MCADUK LIMITED
http://www.bikelug.co.uk
+44 01706 874300

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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